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Abstract: This letter proposes a model reference adaptive system

(MRAS)-based algorithm for simultaneous stator resistance (Rs) and
rotor speed (w) identification of position sensorless induction motor to
accurately estimate w at low speeds without affecting drive perfor-
mance. The Rs has to be estimated concurrently with the w estimation to
compensate for the fluctuation in Rs. The reference model and adjust-
able model are interchangeable for concurrent w and Rs estimation. For
stator resistance identification, the two models switch roles. Extensive
computer simulation and experimental investigation prove the effec-
tiveness of the proposed solution.
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Introduction: Induction motors have been widely used in high-per-
formance ac drives, requiring ω information. Introducing a shaft speed
sensor decreases system reliability, and different solutions for
sensorless ac drives have been proposed. The MRAS speed estimators
are the most attractive approaches [1], [2], due to their design simplic-
ity. The disadvantage of the estimators is that Rs detuning causes ω and
torque response to deteriorate in the low speed range [2]. Therefore, si-
multaneous estimation of ω and Rs is required.

In [3], ω is estimated using a full order adaptive observer and Rs or
Rr [4] are identified simultaneously. Kubota [4] uses an auxiliary test
signal for simultaneous ω estimation and rotor time constant identifica-
tion. The same performance index in [5] is applied on ω or Rs identifi-
cation mechanisms. The criterion function chosen in [5] is robust on
stator leakage inductance but these two identification algorithms are
not simultaneous. Furthermore, during the Rs identification time inter-
val the drive is without speed information. The steady state condition is
required for Rs estimation. References [1]-[5] contributed to solving
MRAS-based ω estimation problems. In spite of all this work,
low-speed operation of sensorless induction motor drive with robust-
ness against Rs variation still remains an unsolved problem.

This letter presents a new parallel MRAS observer. It contains a ref-
erence and an adjustable model and it is proposed to implement ω con-
trol of sensorless induction motor drives. This parallel MRAS observer
includes two adaptive mechanisms, one for ω estimation and the other
for Rs estimation. In the proposed structure u is s− rotor flux estimator
serves as the reference model for ω estimation with is −ω estimator as
the adjustable model, while in Rs estimation the former and latter mod-
els switch their roles. The functions of the two models used in the paral-
lel MRAS observer are interchangeable. The essence of the parallel
MRAS observer is to compensate for the thermal variation of Rs in the
speed reference model by a second adaptation mechanism. Newly pro-
posed adaptive mechanisms for Rs identification-based parallel MRAS
observers offer superior performance and do not require steady state
conditions. Moreover, that adaptation mechanism may be active in
steady state and during transient response. The pulsation character of
the torque command does not interfere with the estimation mechanism
and does not require dedicated sensors, special tests, or injection of test
signals and modification of motor windings. Up to now, other on-line
Rs identification algorithms did not meet these requirements. The pro-
posed algorithm can be readily implemented in a vector controlled
sensorless induction motor. Experimental results show the effective-
ness of the parallel MRAS observer.

Parallel MRAS Estimation of Rotor Speed and Stator Resis-
tance: The system block diagram of a conventional MRAS speed ob-
server is shown in Figure 1a and includes a reference model (1), an
adjustable model (2), and an adaptive ω mechanism (3). Both models
are excited by measured stator voltages and/or currents. The reference
model specifies a given rotor flux �ψ

rV

s . The difference of phase angle
between outputs of these two models is used by the adaptive mecha-
nism to converge the estimated ω to its true value. The second piece of

information of the vector product (3) is unused. Therefore, in order to
allow the continuous tracking of nonpredictable thermal Rs changes,
there is a basis for using �ψ

rV

s and �ψ
rI

s in added adaptation mechanisms
(Figure 1b). The adaptation mechanism for the on-line tuning of Rs (4),
proposed in this letter, is derived by hyperstability theory.
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Figure 1. The MRAS speed observer; (a) the basic configuration, (b) configu-
ration for parallel rotor speed and stator resistance estimation

Figure 2. Identification by the parallel MRAS observer with 4 Hz as w refer-
ence value; (a) the stator resistance identification, (b) the rotor speed



The parallel MRAS observer operates in the stationary reference
frame (α, β) and it is described with the following space vector equa-
tions. The symbol ^ is used to indicate estimated value.
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are proposed by Popov’s hyperstability theory.
Results: The results shown in Figures 2 and 4 are obtained for a

sensorless FOC system using the newly proposed parallel MRAS ob-
server. The DSP system based on the DS1102 controller board from
dSPACE GmbH is used for experimental investigation of efficiency of
the proposed parallel ω and Rs estimations. The motor terminal cur-
rents are sensed by current sensors. The stator voltages are recon-
structed from the PWM pattern and dc-bus voltage.

Figure 2 shows the results of Rs identification using the parallel
MRAS observer and ω performance. The drive is at first started with Rs

detuned in the MRAS observer (Figure 2a) and without Rs − estima-
tion. As can be seen, by switching on the Rs identification mechanism
at t s= 3 the parallel MRAS observer is able to identify Rs successfully.
The initial value of the Rs estimate ( �Rso) is indicated in Figure 2a. The

reference speed is 1 Hz. The ω shown in Figure 2b is
slightly higher than the reference value for the first 3 s
period, because Rs in the MRAS is detuned. The value
of ω returns back to the reference value as the estimate
of Rs converges to the actual value (Rsm).

In Figure 3 same experiment is shown as in Figure
2, but with 4 Hz of reference speed.

Figure 4 shows the parallel MRAS observer per-
formance when the rotor time constant Tr in the ob-
server is varied (Figure 3b). The drive is loaded with
nominal torque. It is clear from Figure 3d that the
on-line Rs identification is insensitive to Tr detuning.

Conclusions: A study of behavior of a sensorless
FOC induction motor drive with new parallel ω and Rs

MRAS observer in the presence of parameter detuning
is presented. The parallel adaptive approach is used to
identify Rs to enhance the robustness of the sensorless
induction motor drive in the range of low speed
(around 1 Hz). If Tr is detuned, the suggested parallel
MRAS observer estimates Rs well. The straightfor-
ward design procedure is proposed by Popov’s
hyperstability theory. The effectiveness of the pro-
posed parallel MRAS algorithm is verified by exten-

sive experimental investigation.
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Figure 4. Influence of Tr detuning on ω and R s estimation by parallel MRAS observer; (a) the
rotor speed , (b) the rotor time constant, Trm value in motor, (c) the q- current component, (d) the
stator resistance estimate

Figure 3. Identification by the parallel MRAS observer with 4 Hz of w refer-
ence value. Initial value of Rs estimate: (1) � .R Rso sm= 1 2 , (2) � .R Rso sm= 1 1 ,
(3) �R Rso sm= , (4) � .R Rso sm= 0 9 , (5) � .R Rso sm= 0 8 ; (a) the stator resistance
identification, (b) the rotor speed
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Abstract: Financial transmission rights (FTR) auction is an impor-
tant method for allocating the network transmission capabilities to the
market participants who value them most. In this letter, series flexible
ac transmission systems (FACTS) devices are modeled as additional
power injection at buses in the presented linear optimization problem
of FTR auction, which is based on a dc power flow model. The impacts
of controlling different FACTS devices on auction results are shown by
detailed studies of an eight-bus test system.
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Introduction: The concept of FTR, also known as transmission

congestion contracts (TCC) or fixed transmission rights, is introduced
by W. Hogan into power markets as a pure financial instrument to
hedge unexpected high-congestion charges on constrained transmis-
sion lines. Market participants can submit their bids for purchase and
sale of FTRs in a separated auction market conducted by the independ-
ent system operator (ISO), whose objective is to maximize revenues
from FTRs while keeping all the FTRs simultaneously feasible [1]-[2].
An FTR auction has been put into practice at PJM since May 1999 and
has been running efficiently.

Since the concept of FACTS was first proposed in 1988, many vari-
ous FACTS devices have been utilized to meet a growing demand of
transfer capabilities due to increasing wheeling transactions in the de-
regulation environment. In addition to all the well-known advantages
brought by FACTS devices, they can offer new opportunities for the
ISO to run a more efficient FTR auction to make the full use of the ex-
isting power grid.

A method is proposed to incorporate some FACTS devices into the
FTR optimal auction model. Since the FTR auction usually runs
monthly and only concerns active power, the dc power flow model is
used here. Two types of series FACTS devices, which are thyristor con-
trolled series compensators (TCSCs) and thyristor controlled phase
shifters (TCPSs), are modeled into the FTR auction with the so-called
power injection model (PIM). The solution of this FTR optimal auction
consists of the feasible sold FTRs and the optimal control parameters of
FACTS devices. An eight-bus test system is studied to illustrate the
proposed method.

Description of FTR: According to the PJM definition, FTR is a fi-
nancial instrument that entitles holder to receive compensation for
transmission congestion charges that arise when the transmission grid
is congested in the day-ahead market and differences in day-ahead
locational marginal prices (LMPs) results from the dispatch of genera-
tors out of merit order to relieve the congestion. The holder of the FTR
is not required to deliver energy in order to receive a congestion credit.
If a constraint exists on the grid, the holders of FTRs receive a credit
based on the FTR MW reservation, and the LMP difference between
point of delivery and point of receipt.

It is natural to have an auction for allocating part or all of the FTRs
to provide open access to the grid through a market mechanism. An
OPF model can be adopted to provide a formulation of an FTR auction
model for selecting the long-term capacity awards based on the will-
ing-to-pay principle. The power flow equations embedded into the FTR
auction make it straightforward to identify which FTRs are available by
characterizing all possible rights and selecting a set of feasible rights
that would provide the highest valued use of the network. The revenue
from the FTR auction will be allocated to the transmission owners (TO)
to compensate their investment on improving the power grid. A sec-
ondary market provides a contractual mechanism for long-term pricing
of transmission grid. Figure 1 shows that FTR is a market-based ap-
proach to network congestion management.
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2002 FACTS Award
Call for Nominations

Deadline: 31 January 2002

The IEEE Power Engineering Society (PES) calls for nomination
of outstanding individuals to receive the 2002 Flexible AC Trans-
mission System (FACTS) Award.

Description: Power electronics and other static controllers are
making a major impact on future power systems through applica-
tion in transmission, distribution, and small generation. Applica-
tions in transmission include HVDC and FACTS. Since the
introduction of the FACTS concept, the technology has been mov-
ing ahead at an increasing pace. Very significant near to long term
benefits of FACTS technology are now recognized in the industry.
The FACTS Award is for individuals who have made a major con-
tribution to the state of the art of FACTS technology and its appli-
cations. The IEEE definition of FACTS is: “Alternating current
transmission systems incorporating power electronics-based
and other static controllers to enhance controllability and power
transfer capability.” By this definition, the FACTS concept, in addi-
tion to the hardware, software and applications work carried out
since its introduction, incorporates considerable prior work done
on Static VAR Compensators and other static Controllers.

Eligibility: Individuals who have made a major contribution to
the state of the art of FACTS technology and its applications.

Selection: Factors to be considered in selecting the FACTS
Award recipient include:

� The candidates contribution(s) to FACTS technology
� Originality or innovative nature of the contribution(s)
� Impact of the contribution(s) on FACTS technology and its

applications
� List of significant publications in FACTS
� Candidate’s stature in FACTS
� Achievements in other fields or technologies
� Professional activities or involvements.
Nomination Procedure: A nomination (2 copies) written in

English on behalf of each candidate along with at least four and no
more than five supporting recommendations must be received as
a package by the Chairman of the FACTS Award Committee on or
before 31 January 2002. These nominations will be considered
for the award planned to be made during the 2002 IEEE PES Sum-
mer Meeting. The above listed selection factors should be care-
fully considered during preparation of nominations and
recommendations. They must be complete and provide sufficient
information to establish the candidate’s contribution(s) and role
in FACTS. Nominators are encouraged to format the nomination
package in sections addressing each of the factors. Each support-
ing letter of recommendation should not exceed two pages

The Award: The FACTS Award consists of a plaque and an hon-
orarium of one thousand dollars. PES administers this award. The
2002 Award would be the fourth FACTS Award.

For More Information: Contact Narain G. Hingorani, chair,
FACTS Award Committee, 26480 Weston Drive, Los Altos Hills,
CA 94022, USA, +1 650 941 5240, fax +1 650 941 4309, e-mail
nhingorani@aol.com.
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